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Last Tuesday Dean of Students
David Winer spoke on the new al-
cohol policy and its possible con-
sequences in an FAS program
lecture.
The alcohol policy, which re-
cently has upset many students, is
reviewed annually by both the Col-
lege Affairs Committee and the
Dean of Students Office. "The pol-
icy itself was not changed but reg-
ulations within the policy were
altered for the first time in some
four or five years," said Winer.
"Within the first draft," Winer
continued, "no kegs were allowed.
However, after speaking with
President English it was decided
that we would not be able to en-
force that and it was removed."
The changes were based on sur-
veys done both here and at other
schools such as Amherst and Wil-
liams. "After looking at the re-
sults of the surveys we decided
that if we did not do anything, we
would be passively fostering con-
sumption," said Winer.
Many of the complaints now
lodged against the revisions are
centered around the regulation
stating that only 100 people may
be at a weekday party. "I hate to
define things by numbers," stated
Winer, "however I do not believe
either, that we are forcing exclu-
sivity as some have said because
we did not state the parties had to
work on the invite only system."
According to Vice President
Thomas A. Smith, many students
have demanded that the College
organize alternate weeknight ac-
tivities to replace the parties. "I
find this bizarre. We don't feel
we've deprived them of anything,"
commented Smith.
Both Smith and Winer felt thai
revisions in the alcohol policy were
necessary in order to protect the
College's reputation. "As an insti-
tution," said Winer, "we just can't
foster it. It wouldn't be really ap
propriate or proper to say you can
drink any night of the week."
"I'd like to see a little creativity,
in party programming," said Wi-
ner, "it was bothersome last year
to hear the same complaint from
so many students that if they
didn't want to give a donation then
they couldn't get in. There was no
interested adherence to the regu-
lations we had, especially alterna-
tive beverages."
Questions were fired at Winer,
who maintained that "this is a sim-
ple policy. I think the main point
is students need to start being re-
sponsible for themselves."
Dr. George Higgins, College
Counselor of Psychology, disa-
grees. "State laws promulgate us
into making rules and regulations
that we can't enforce, which sim-
continued on page 3
Ian Feinhandler inspects his jeep, one of four student vehicles damaged last Tuesday nighi when a VVetber
field woman struck them on Summit Street near Elton dorm. Photo by Peter Black
Alum Leaves $100,000 Fund
by Toh Tsun Lim
The Alexander A. Goldfarb fund
of $100,000, established out of the
Alexander A. Goldfarb Memorial
Trust, was recently added to the
annual scholarship fund for Trinity
students. This scholarship is the
largest of its kind in the Trinity
Endowment fund.
Goldfarb, a member of the class
of 1946, died on April 3 of this year
at the age of til. His gift to the
Capital Campaign Reaches 72%ofGoal
by John Claud
The Campaign for Trinity, the
largest single fund raising drive in
the College's history, has reached
the $30.4 million mark. This is
about 72 percent of the $42 million
goal the Development Office hopes
to reach by June 30 of 1989.
The purpose of the Campaign is
to raise funds for four areas of ex-
penditure by the College. The bulk
of the money will go toward
strengthening the academic pro-
gram. A second portion will be al-
located for what the Campaign
terms "Extending Our Reach," or
financial aid for students. Funds
for new buildings and renovations
will take up another large part of
the contributions. Gifts to the An-
nual Fund and other miscellaneous
expenditures will consume the re-
mainder of the funds.
The academic program will re-
ceive $15 7 million. Support for
faculty positions will get $10.5 mil-
lion, while the Library will gain
$1.2 million. Faculty research, the
mathematics center, and scientific
and computer equipment will each
receive one million dollars.
Finacial aid for students will he
increased by $6 million. Constance
E. Ware, vice president of Devel-
opment, commented that the Col-
lege is "absolutely committed" to
making more money available for
financial aid.
The building fund will receive
$10 million, six of which will go to
a new academic building. The new
building will be placed on the
southern third of the Life Sciences
quad, parallel to the Building &
Grounds offices. It will house the
Computer Center, the Engineer-
ing and Computer Department,
and the Mathematics Department.
Remaining funds allocated for
building and renovations will be di-
vided several ways. A new alumni-
faculty house will be built at a cost
of $750,000 and the remainder will
be spent to renovate existing
structures, including athletic facil-
ities.
$8 million will go toward the Col-
lege's Annual Fund. The Annual
Fund is the money, raised every
year, that enables the College to
ensure the running of its everyday
processes. The Annual Fund is dis-
tinguished from the Capital Cam-
paign, which pertains more to
endowments and .special funds.
The Campaign for Trinity encom-
passes both these funds.
Contributions for the Campaign
are coming from all parts of the
Trinity community. The alumni
have by far given the most money
to the drive. The total of Alumni
continued on page 3
school's endowment will consist of
two parts.
An annual prize of $1000 will be
given to the Trinity student who,
through community service, has
done the most during that year to
benefit the City of Hartford and
its citizens. The student who will
receive this gift will be selected by
President English or his designee
and by the Mayor of Hartford or
his designee.
The balance of the income from
the fund will be used as a scholar-
ship to be awarded to a needy and
deserving Trinity student who is a
resident of Hartford. That recipi-
ent will be known as the Alex-
ander A. Goldfarb Scholar. Prior
to this fund, Trinity had relied
solely on the Capital Area Corpo-
rate Scholarship fund to aid needy
Hartford area students.
"The College is very grateful to
have...such generous help in car-
rying out two major objectives:
service to Hartford and ready ac-
cess to a Trinity education for its
able young people," says English.
"This scholarship will be a consid-
erable help to our plans started two
years ago to diversify the student
body and maintain Trinity's rela-
tions with the surrounding city."
The first award will be given at
the Honors Day ceremony next
spring. According to Thomas
Miller of the Development Office,
the initial gift of $100,000 will be
placed in an endowment fund
where it will be allowed to mature.
The returns on the fund will be
then given to the recipients begin-
ning in the spring of 1988.
While at Trinity, Goldfarb was a
member of the Political Science
Club, Jesters, and literary editor
for the Tripod. Upon graduation
in 1946, he went on to earn a law
degree from Cornell Law School
as well as a post graduate degree
in the Philosophy of Law from
Yale.
After teaching law at the Uni-
versity of Nebraska for a short
time, Goldfarb returned to Hart-
ford to practice at the law firm of
Sudarsky and Sudarsky. In the
early 1970's Goldfarb served as
Assistant Attorney for the Hart-
ford Corporation Council.
He gained national attention in
the early 60's when he served as
defense laywer for Arthur Cu-
lombe, one of the "mad dog" kill-
ers who committed a series of
murders in Connecticut during the
late 1950's. Goldfarb, who at the
time was one of the youngest law-
yers ever to practice before the
Supreme Court, saved Culombe
from the death penalty and re-
duced his sentence to a life term in
prison.
Goldfarb is survived by several
nephews and nieces. The Alex-
ander A. Goldfarb Trust is handled
by it's co-executors, James Kin-
sella and A. Carter Potash, Class
of 51.
Computer Center Expands Facilities
Students seeking a party last Thursday night were instead carded at a
local bar. Pl1010 bY Merv' Levin
by Christine Herzig
Assistant JVI'MAS Editor
Recent work done in the Com-
puter Center at Halldon has not
only unified the computer system
at Trinity, but has also connected
Trinity with many other schools
throughout Connecticut.
Trinity's datawork was "con-
nected in a consortial arrangement
to Wesleyan, Connecticut College
and the Hartford Graduate Center
in order to automate the libraries
and tie in communications," ac-
cording to Dr. John Langeland, Di-
rector of Computing and
Communication Systems. This was
made possible through a fiber op-
tics line recently put in.
The Center was also reorganized
this summer to bettor accomodate
the students. Two PC labs were
added and the number of Macin-
tosh computers was increased. "A
lot of work got done this summer
because we had so much help," said
Langeland.
Four students worked this sum-
mer and put together better sup-
port for consulting. "When you
buy and install large numbers of
PC's and Mac's you need trained
people and these four have done a
great job." Langeland continued,
"availability for word processing
in the big room has increased and
more Mac's and laser printers for
the IBM's and Mac's have been
added."
Networking into the academic
buildings, including Life Sciences,
Hallden, the Library, and the Sea-
bury and Williams offices, was also
completed this summer along with
plans to extend the network into
the McCook Math-Physics Build-
ing. "This allows us to provide high
speed access to CMS at Yale, the
VAX here in the basement, the
PC's in Hallden, the library at
Wesleyan and the Hartford Grad-
uate Center," said Langeland.
"This saint' network is used for
the new administrative computer.
70-80 connections for terminals are
on this network, however, not all
cf them have been attached."
Langeland continued, "Here
again, this was done largely be-
cause of student help. All the net-
working and wiring was completed
by students this summer."
Students will now also be able to
buy Macintoshes, IBM's, and


















Make the SAT an optional part of the admissions
process? High school juniors and seniors would probably
cheer while the Educational Testing Service (ETS), the
$120 million non-profit company which administers the
test, would probably protest loudly. Yet, there are several
valid reasons for making the submission of the SAT
optional and Trinity, like the rest of the colleges and
universities around the country, should follow the lead
of Bowdoin, Bates and Middlebury.
Although it is highly debated as to whether the SAT
is actually biased against women and minorities, it has
been established that students from a low socio-eco-
nomic status do not perform as well on the test as
students from a higher socio-economic status. In an
article entitled "The Scholastic Aptitude Test: A Critical
Appraisal" in the May 1980 issue of the Harvard Edu-
caiionalBeview, Warner V. Slack and Douglas Porter wrote,
"Students from poor families and minorities groups whose
experiences with language, literature, and math are likely
to differ from those of the test designers are at a
particular disadvantage. With limited opportunities to
learn the little used vocabulary and tricky math of the
SAT, they are unlikely to do well on the test. Low scores
for these students can lead to exclusion from colleges
where they would have been admitted and would have
succeeded had SAT scores not been used." Moreover,
while ETS claims that students do not need to study for
the test, it has been shown that coaching will increase
scores. Thus, students who can pay the often exorbitant
costs of an SAT preparation course, such as the Stanley
Kaplan course or the Princeton Review, do better on the
test than those students who cannot afford the time or
money.
Poorer students are also at a disadvantage because
some high schools gear their curricula toward taking the
SAT. More classroom time is used to prepare for the
SAT at a predominantly white high school in an affluent
area where it is assumed that a fairly large percentage
of students will attend college, than at an inner-city
school where there are far fewer students who will receive
higher education.
There is an emotional cost to pay as well. Enormous
pressure is placed on students by parents, high schools
and colleges to do well on the SAT. For this reason, a
student who does poorly on the test will often brand
himself with a badge of inferiority. Low test scores can
result in low self-esteem. It is especially difficult when
students compare scores, among themselves or when
parents exchange notes on what their children received.
High school juniors and seniors, flipping through col-
lege guides, often use average SAT's as a basis for
comparing and measuring colleges. A high average SAT
translates into a "good school" and attracts the better
students. Colleges and universities are therefore pres-
sured to admit only students with high SAT scores. Trinity
is as guilty of this as any other school. Moreover, because
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the SAT does not measure creativity, talent or motivation,
highly qualified students with low scores might be dis-
couraged from applying to a school or might be rejected
from a school that places a high emphasis on the SAT.
By far the most compelling reason to make the SAT
optional is that it does not measure potential. ETS makes
the claim that as an aptitude test, the SAT can measure
the "capacity to learn" — or potential. Many studies,
including one conducted last year by Janice Pierce, '89,
concluded otherwise. Dean of Students David Winer says,
"As a predictor of college grades, the SAT did not add
anything to the knowledge we already had from Achieve-
ment Tests and secondary school class rank." The SAT,
then, is an extraneous piece of information which does
not significantly aid admissions officers in making ad-
missions decisions.
James Crouse wrote in the May 1985 issue of the
Harvard Educational Review that "Administrators are con-
cerned with improving the academic quality of their
student body and increasing the number of years of
higher education their graduates complete. But they can-
not expect much improvement in these characteristics
to result from using the SAT rather than high school
rank alone."
Why not substitute the Achievement Tests for the SAT?
Mainly because some of the same problems are en-
countered. Although a high school class is supposed to
be adequate preparation for an Achievement Test in that
subject, courses would undoubtedly crop up to better
prepare those students who are willing and able to pay.
Secondly, high school curricula, instead of being geared
toward the SAT, would be directed toward taking the
Achievement Tests. Curricular uniformity at schools
throughout the country could result. And, rather than
measuring school by an average SAT score, high school
students would look for the average Achievement Test
score.
Many people defend the SAT as a yardstick by which
students from different high schools in different parts
of the country can be compared. How do you compare,
these people argue, a student from a small rural public
high school in Iowa with a student from a well-known
prep school in New England? Yet, there are still a number
of comparisons to make beyond the SAT including high
school record and rank, extracurricular activities, the
personal essay, and recommendations.
Why not abolish the SAT altogether then? A student
who comes from an unknown high school, which could
be a disadvantage, would be able to boster an application
with high SAT scores. By making the submission of the
SAT optional though, students who receive low scores
on the test would not be penalized. Pressure on students
to get high scores will be reduced, and schools will be
able to attract talented, motivated students with lower
SAT scores who might otherwise have been discouraged
from applying.
Trinity's class of '91 is a case in point. Though the
average SAT score of this year's freshman class de-
creased ten points, Director of Admissions Donald Die-
trich said that the class of '91 is "one of the most
accomplished, talented and diverse group of students
that Trinity has admitted in recent years."
Trinity has already begun to de-emphasize the SAT in
its admissions process. Why not go one step further
then and make submission of the SAT optional? After
all, doesn't four years of hard work reveal more than a
three-hour test?
Different Views Okay
ing college to offer all ideologies,
concepts, and ways of life, no mat-
ter how they contradict with the
supposedly prevailing viewpoint of
society.
I am sure that Mr. White has
noticed the alarming rate at which
the number of Marxist countries
has grown throughout the world.
How are we to understand these
people, our neighbors, if we cannot
see their point of view? Are we
supposed to just close our eyes, or
to put into Mr. White's words, "re-
treat to our bomb shelter"?
So, Mr. White, be honest and
break out of your shell. The Cold
War wants you.
To the Editor:
On the night of Wednesday, Sep-
tember 28, all Higrw advertising a
party at Hie Pike Fraternity house,
were ordered to be taken down.
These signs wore found to be of-
fensive in nature due to "blatant
sexual overtones."
Ladies and gentleman, I disa-
gree. The signs promoting the said
party, the "Come on I wanna Lei
ya party," presented a basic as-
pect of American culture. Hawaii,
this nation's 50th state was pre-
sented by those advertisements
and showed the traditional beach
goer. To criticize the word "lei"
and to associate it with sex, is to
distort Hawaiian culture. To bla-
tantly attack Hawaii is to attack
the United States of America.
America is a democracy, and de-
mocracy allows for freedom of
thought. To contradict these basic
rights of American civilization is
to advocate a fawist, totalitarian
regime!.
We will not stand for abuses of
administrative authority. The in-
herent rights of Americans must
be protected. The constructive use
of leisure time, whether it be in the
form of family picnics or fraternal
socializing, must be assured.






In response to a letter from Jack
Smith White concerning the
"Marxist professors" and social-
ists on the payroll at Trinity (Tri-
pod, Sept. 15), I must say that Mr.
White's statement is nothing more
than a confirmation of personal
paranoia and a gross underesti-
mation of Trinity students and fac-
ulty.
The "academic horror story"
that Mr. White speaks of at Trinity
is none other than an open-minded,
comprehensive curriculum. It does
not adhere to the blindfolded, red-
scare McCarthyism of the past; the
past that Mr. White has never
seemed to have left. Truly, it is the
responsibility of any self-respect-
To the Editor:
Lest blame and misconceptions
flourish further, let me clarify that
the people who took offense, and
removed the offending posters,
from the original advertisement
for this past weekend's "Hawaiian
party" were from the Dean of Stu-
dents Office.
It seems that others have been
blamed for our actions, and that
their meeting announcements
have, in turn, been removed. Such
misguided "revenge" only adds to







Concerning the ole1 parking
problem. The contributor to last
week's Tripod correctly noted that
Trinity is an academic institution.
No kidding. The privilege to bring
a car to school is also discussed. If
Trinity as an institution would like
to limit the number of cars permit-
ted on campus — great, do it. But
the current situation is absurd.
Hey, let's not stop at saying that
"it's tough to find a parking spot,"
let's talk about the risks involved.
If your car isn't towed, keyed, shot
at, ripped off, or broken into, you
can relax for another night. Our
campus was open prey last year
and it appears as though nothing
has changed. What does it take to
protect persons and property? How
many prospective freshmen, will-
ing to invest over $60,000 in their
educations, do you hope to attract
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ConnPIRG Students
Collect Food for Needy
bv Laura Kearnev
On Sunday, September 20. 15
Trinity students, members of
ConnPIRG's hunger committee,
gathered seven cartloads of food
for St. Elizabeth's, a local soup
kitchen in Hartford.
The group planned to greet the
customers of various supermar-
kets in West Hartford with a list
of foods needed in the soup kitch-
ens. The list was made quite exten-
sive in the hope that the customers
would pick up an extra item on
their way out.
As rides became a problem
though, students walked down to
the Finast on New Britain Ave-
nue. In the four hours spent there,
the students gathered -i\ i.ii't1- of
food. Only one cart \\.i- i-ii-i-d u
West Hartford in tv.<> ! n i.>-
The students spoke m d.e p" î
tive reception they neer,ed S;.n:
Koster recalls a won. IM v, h > c.iiiie
out with a bag of Limo-rii-: and
said, "I cannot read m1 v, ntv. but
I brought out what 1 l!m;j;,h' ;.MII
would need."
The group will be returning to
Finast for a half-price sale and will
be bringing food to .South Park
Inn, a shelter in Hartford. Je-
anette Herao, '89, has compiled a
list of the foods in Spanish to assist
in the communication with neigh-
borhood residents.
Any student wishing to get in-
volved in future supermarket
drives can contact the PIRG office
at 247-2735.
News From Other Nearby Campuses-
Amherst
The town of Amherst recently
enacted laws making it illegal to
have an open container of alcohol
in public, to create unreasonable
noise, to advertise cigarettes on
the sides of buses, or to give them
away in public for commercial pur-
poses. The town said the new laws
were not a result of any one inci-
dent by Amherst or UMass stu-
dents but a reaction to an increase
in campus rowdiness.
Violation of the alcohol regula-
tions will result in a fine of $50 for
each offense. The regulations con-
cerning noise may be related to the
large numbers of parties shut down
last spring due to resident noise
complaints.
In other news at Amherst, the
food service which is offering $4.40
per hour cannot find enough stu-
dent workers.
Kent State
Kent State cracked down on
drinking this year with a strict
anti-alcohol policy.
Alcohol will no longer be permit-
ted in underclassmen dormitories.
Alcohol cannot be sold in the rec-
reation center or in the stadium.
Tail-gating was banned last year.
Until the fall of '88 students who
are 21 will lie allowed to have al-
cohol in their rooms.
A new group of Kent, Ohio resi-
dents is attempting to further limit
the consumption of alcohol by out-
lawing its sale at bars in certain
precincts. The Citizens for Better
Neighborhoods are circulating a
petition to put the issue on the bal-
lot because of noise and vandalism
that has been affecting the com-
munity.
Bowdoin
Bowdoin's president called for a
review of the fraternity system in
this year's convocation address.
President Greason said that the
system had become merely "social
centers with no clear purpose."
Recent social policies introduced
at Bowdoin include alcohol-free
rush, and a midnight curfew for
freshmen. 45% of students are in
fraternities and the system still has
popular support.
Wesleyan
Classes were interrupted Tues-
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Elizabeth Ware, our Admissions
Director, will be at Trinity College
on October 1 to answer your
questions about Graduate Faculty
master's and doctoral programs. If
you can't see her there, return the
coupon or call us tor a free
Bulletin —and a listing ol every-
one in The Graduate Faculty,
from A through Z.
Graduate Faculty
of Political and Social Science






G. Herbert Mead Univ. Prof.
The Graduate Faculty has grown
over five decades from the
University in Exile to what is
arguably the leading U.S. center
for historically and theoretically
informed social science.
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when chemicals being used to clean
off the roof released a gas that en-
tered the vents of the Public Af-
fairs Building. Students and
faculty were evacuated as the Mid-
dletown Fire Departniant came
and reversed the exhaust fans. Ap-
proximately 415 minutes later
classes were allowed to resume as
the building was reopened.
Haverford
Haverford College students were
menaced by a 1961 graduate of the
school on September 8. The man
entered a dormitory and verbally
abused several students. lie then
entered another room and knocked
down a student who had asked him
to leave. Security had to call in the
police who needed four officers to
handcuff him.
The man was released Wednes-
day by the police; no charges were
pressed.
Yale
On September 4, eight Yale stu-
dents were suspended for their fall
semester on charges that they al-
legedly cheated on a physics take-
home final examination in May.
Although the front page of the
exam stated they were to work on
it individually, students claim the
professor changed his mind after
complaints that it was too difficult.
UMass
Administrators at the Univer-
sity of Massachussetts, Amherst,
and the national Theta Chi frater-
nity have established probation
guidelines for the UMass chapter
of Theta Chi. University officials
became aware of a problem after a
May 25 party at which trouble
arose between a fraternity mem-
ber and three black students.
According to Robert White, Di-
rector of UMass Greek Affairs, the
incident involved a member of the
fraternity throwing a brick at a car
occupied by the three students. He
added that the fraternity member
has accepted independent respon-
sibility and has been suspended
from the University.
Cornell
Olin Library, the traditional
graduate library, has further re-
stricted its use by undergraduate
students. In the past, both groups
have been permitted use of the un-
dergraduate and graduate librar-
ies.
The new rule has eliminated the
two hour stack access passes and
rescinded automatic access for
seniors. Library administrators
blame overcrowding for the new
policy, but undergraduate stu-
dents view it as discrimination.
Professor William Provine
agrees with the undergraduates
who are being denied access to
Olin. He feels they should unite and
protest.
Dartmouth
In August, Douglas Bowman was
sentenced for the assault of a fe-
male high school student that oc-
cured last October. Bowman was a
sophomore at Dartmouth until his
indictment by a grand jury in Oc-
tober. He is currently attending a
community college near his home?
in Westchester, Pennsylvania.
The grand jury argued that the
girl was unable to prevent Bow-
man's sexual advances as a result
of her extreme intoxication. Bow-
man has been fined 31,000 and
placed on probation for two years.
Discussion on Alcohol Policy-
continued from page 1
ply creates a cynical and hypocrit-
ical view of the law within the
students."
Before state laws changed, Hig-
gins felt that "Trinity had a good
program." He continued, "TAAP
(Trinity Alcohol Awareness Pro-
gram) and the school forced re-
sponsibility and hail a presence as
well as an influence on the stu-
dents' thoughts. However, now it's
illegal for us to interact, with the
students because we have to as-
sume that they're not drinking. It
is tragic that the drinking age was
raised, they removed educators
when they were needed most."
Higgins and Winer are in agree-
ment however on the subject of al-
cohol dependency at Trinity. "The
social structure here depends on
alcohol and therefore students are
internalizing this," said Higgins. "1
would say that at least ten percent
of the students here are chemically
dependent on alcohol and many
more are socially dependent on it,"
commented Winer.
Winer ended his talk by saying
that the reaction by the students
has been "docile and polite com-
pared to what we would have had
fifteen years ago. However, if you
don't tike something about the pol-
icy I would suggest that you write
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continued from page I
donations is well over If 15 million,
which is greater than the total
raised for the 1974-78 fund raising
drive. The parents of students,
current and past, have contributed
about one million dollars. Founda-
tions and corporations such as
Aetna, Connecticut Bank and
Trust, and The Travellers have
provided more than $6 million.
Friends, honoraries, and widows
of alumni have contributed the bulk
of the remaining gifts.
The students at Trinity have also
been very actively involved in the
Campaign. A student-run auction
last March raised over $12,000 and
enabled I he College to meet a chal-
lenge grant from the George I. Al-
den Trust of Worcester,
Massachussetts. The Senior Class
has also contributed to the fund
each year with the Senior Gift to
the College.
Co-chairmen Brenton W. Har-
ries, '50, and Morris Lloyd Jr.,'60
are in charge of the Campaign.
Ware oversees the fund as vice
president for Development. Alfred
C. Burfiend, '64, is the Director of
Development operations and Pro-
fessor Edward W. Sloan is the












The Dance Club presents its first
Master Class: Ballroom Dancing
taught by Kelly Dakin on October
5 from 4:80 to 6:00 in Seabury 49.
Everyone is welcome. It'll be a ball!
The Alumni Office has a JOB
OPENING for a Data Entry Op-
erator to input alumni address
changes. Please contact Lucy
Myshrall, Ext. 215 for more infor-
mation.
Students who want to practice
French are invited to come eat at
the FRENCH TABLE in SAGA
dining hall every Wednesday from
6:15 p.m. on.
French movies will be shown
throughout the semester, and
French soirees will be given. Look
for ads in Mather.
Wednesday:
Doris Davenport, a feminist au-
thor, educator, lecturer and per-
formance poet, will read her poetry
on Wednesday, Sept. 30 at 8:15
p.m. in the Faculty Club of Hamlin
Hall. Sponsored by the Trinity Col-
lege Poetry Center, the reading is
open to the public free of charge.
Described as a "word magician,
a conjure woman who can hold you
spellbound with her poetic perfor-
mance," Davenport is the author
of "it's like this" and "eat thunder
and drink rain." She is currently
teaching English and women's
studies at the University of Okla-
homa. A native of Georgia, her
work has appeared in numerous
feminist and black publications in-
cluding the anthology "This Bridge
Called My Back."
On Wednesday, Sept. 30, at 7:30
a.m., Republican candidate for
Mayor of Hartford, Philip L.
Steele, will speak at the political
science"breakfast with politi-
cians" program in Mather Hall.
Attorney Steele will explain why
he is running for mayor of Hart-
ford, what he thinks are the main
issues, and how students and fac-
ulty can participate.
Those attending this program
also will have an opportunity to
ask questions and become regis-
tered voters.
Friday:
The Howard University Singers
will give a concert on Friday, Oc-
tober 2 at 8:15 p.m. in the Wash-
ington Room. J. Weldon Norris will
conduct the group from Washing-
ton, D.C. which will perform early
American folk hymns, spirituals
and works by Berlioz, Durufle,
Thompson and Brahms.
General admission tickets cost
$6; tickets for students and senior
citizens cost $4. For tickets, call
the box office at 527-8062.
Monday:
Professor Claudio Segre of thu
University of Texas, Austin will
give a lecture on "A Model Fas-
cist's Fascism: The Case of Italo
Balbo" on Monday, October 5 at
4:30 p.m. in the Alumni Loungo of
Mather.
Professor Segre has just pub-
lished a biography of Balbo, one of
the most important figures in Italy
during the fascist period.
A reception will follow at 5:30.
This event is sponsored by the His-
tory Department and the Cosa.ru







N E M / S UPCOMINGiHH^ww^ur EVENTS!
Graduate Study in International Affairs
Public Affairs and Business
Thursday, October 1, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
This is a chance to meet informally with admissions representatives
from a variety of graduate and professional school, including the JFK
School of Government, John Hopkins, Woodrow Wilson School of Pubic
and International Affirs, Fletcher School of Diplomacy, Georgetown
School of Foreign Service, Colgate Darden School of Business Adminis-
tration and the University of Chicago School of Business. Whether you
are planning for graduate school in the immediate future or a few years
down the road, this is a great opportunity to get the answers to any ques-
tions you might have about the school of your choice.
SUBMIT RESUMES: All seniors interested in intelligence analyst posi-
tions in D.C. or operations abroad with the C.I.A. should submit their re-
sume to the Career Counseling Office by Friday, October 2.
INFORMATION SESSIONS will be held in the Alumni Lounge, October
5th, for the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs. There will be
three 1 hour sessions for your convenience starting at 9:00 a.m 10-00
a.m., and 11:00 a.m.
DROP-IN HOURS HAVE BEGUN!
Wednesdays and Thursdays 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.




NOW -Oct. 18: "Dante's Divine Comedy: Paintings on paper by Roberto
Panichi"and "22nd Annual Art Department Faculty Exhibition" both at
the William Benton Museum of Art, University of Connecticut. For info
call (203) 496-4520.
NOW -Nov. 15: "American Women Artists 1830-1930" on display at the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
NOW -Nov. 22: "MATRIX 96/lda Applebroog" on display at the Wadsworth
Atheneum.
THEATRE
Sept 29: "Big River" winner of 7 Tony awards including Best Musical: Opening
night at The Bushnell. For info call 246-6807.
Oct. 2 -Oct. 18: "As Is" - award winning play about AIDS at the Lincoln Thea-
tre of the University of Hartford. Produced by Theater Works. For tick-
ets or info call 527-7838.
MUSIC
Oct 4: "Hartford Symphony Concert" Trinity College Chapel. 3:00 P.M For
tickets or info call 527-7838.
Oct. 7: "Sophistocated Ladies" Tony-awarding winning tribute to Duke Elling-
ton. University of Connecticut, Jorgenson Auditorium. For info call
(203) 486-4226.
The Trinity College Upward Bound Program needs Trinity
students to serve as TUTORS to program participants on the
days and times listed below:
Weaver Mondays 1:30 - 3:30 pm
Bulkeley Mondays 1:30 - 3:30 pm
Bloomfield Tuesdays 1:30-3:30 pm
Hartford Wednesdays 1:30 - 3:30 pm
Tutors are paid $9.00 per session and may work all three
sessions. Transportation to and from schools is provided.
If interested, contact Denis Mink, Director of Upward Bound
at campus ext. 468 or drop by our office at 76 Vernon St
before Oct. 2.
• • • • • # • • •
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Senior year sneaks up on you be-
fore you know it.
Just as I was about to toss my
Career Counseling newsletter in
the trash today, I realized with
horror that I should now pay at-
tention to its contents. I skimmed
the letter and was struck by the
fact that I'm going to have to start
making decisions, with a capital
"D." The working world or grad
school? The East coast or West
coast? Live with friends in a seedy
apartment or try to sponge off my
parents on Long Island?
I tell you, I almost sat down on
the floor of the mailroom and cried.
All of a sudden, it seems, my deci-
sion - making must leap in sophis-
tication from, "Should I go to the
Hall or Psi U on Thursday night?"
to "Should I play it safe and get
an entry level job on a community
newspaper or pursue a Masters de-
gree in English Literature and
take the risk of having to waitress
at T.G.I.Fridays for the next ten
years to pay off my student loan?"
Isn't there a happy medium, like
having to choose between a red
Volvo and a blue one for my grad-
uation gift?
All this decision - making
wouldn't be so bad if the people
involved in my decisions wouldn't
keep changing their minds. Some-
times I feel like my life is one of
those dreaded algebra exercises
that my high school math teacher
tortured me with. "Solve the equa-
tion for x if y is 4 and z is 7," she'd
screech. As soon as I'd sweated
out the solution, she'd change the
variables and force me to repeat
the process.
And so it is with my friends and
family. At the end of the summer
I sat with my parents at dinner
and reviewed the options. Al-
though I've been told I'm a politi-
cal idealist, I have a tendency to
be harshly realistic about the de-
tails of my own life. When my Mom
asked me which friends I might be
able to get an apartment with after
college, I began to worry.
"Well, Lauren's boyfriend will
probably get her pregnant one of
these days, so they'll get married
right after college," I reasoned.
Lauren, my best friend from high
school (the name has been
changed), has always wanted to be
a mother; I often think that she
only went to a local college he-
cause our three other best friends
(who all went to Duke University)
and myself, in our infinite twelfth
grade wisdom, told Lauren she'd
be a failure in life if she didn't go
to college. Yet many of my college
friends seem to be heading toward
the altar now that the end of school
is in sight.
"If this wasn't 1987 I'd be en-
gaged already," I sulked, pushing
my tofu around on my dinner plate.
"Those were the good old days."
"Bite your tongue!" my mother
said. "And eat your tofu; it's good
for you."
We sat for a moment in silence
until my mother tried another tack.
"How about living with a male
friend?
At this I had to laugh aloud.
"Male friend?" I said incredu-
lously. "Male friend?! Mom, my
male friends are interested in three
things besides making money:
drinking, smoking, and whoring.
They wouldn't want to live with
me unless I was their housekee-
per."
I realized that I was shouting and
that my stomach hurt, but I
couldn't decide whether the cause
of it was emotional or tofu - re-
lated.
"Wendy, honey, I wish you
wouldn't be so cynical," my mother
said, patting my shoulder and
handing me six different vitamins.
"You should be comforted to know
that you'll always be welcome in
this house," she continued.
"I know, Mom," I said, grinning
as I thought of myself at age thirty
- seven, still being given vitamins
by my mother after every meal.
"In fact," she said, "if you live
at home next year, I'll pay for you
to go into therapy. Maybe you can
improve your outlook on life a lit-
tle."
Those mother hens - they'll do
anything to keep their chicks from
leaving the nest. With all these im-
possible decisions, though, I'm
tempted to take her up oijjier offer.
PERIPHERAL VISION
bv Kasia Dalv
No, I'm not grousing about the
death of dating at Trinity. I thank
the good Lord in heaven above that
we don't have dates here. They're
such a miserable experience: four
hours or more with someone you
hardly know. Usually you have to
go to a movie so that you have
something to talk about when you
go out for pizza. Pizza isn't pretty.
I know people who've built up huge
complexes about pizza. Grab a
piece, get grease all over your
hands, drop cheese in your lap, get
sauce all over your face . . . all the
while trying to make a Brat Pack
movie into an intelligent or just
plain interesting conversation. It's
enough to make me go existential.
Look across the table on a date
and find someone who isn't offen-
sive enough to turn down or some-
one who didn't believe you when
you said you were sick. Make
meaningful conversation and find
out later that he told his friends he
went out with "some philosophy
chick."
The obvious alternative to all this
is to travel in groups. You can say
what you want and do what you
please. However, two friends in-
variably spin off and start to go
out with each other. They kiss over
their beer instead of crying. It's
usually kind of embarrassing for
those not involved, so "the group"
begins to pull back from the cou-
ple. If they break up, of course they
have to go and hate each other, so
the group splits in half, each half
avoiding one person. Plans change
at the last minute if both members
of the ex - couple want to come
along. Everyone starts to lie to
everyone else. There are groups
that are completely incestuous.
After a while conversation is re-
duced to gossiping about who's
paired off this week, spreading ru-
mors about the one or two people
who've managed to date everyone,
and sharing pick up lines and pil-
low talk. This becomes more hu-
miliating than dropping a whole
pizza pie on a date.
As the group ages, the guys be-
gin to pick up on girls from
younger classes. As equal rights
progresses more and more, girls
Randall Addresses Labelling As Communist
by Diane Manning and Wendy
Rawlings
Last spring, rumors circulated
around the Trinity community that
a "communist professor" would
come to teach in the fall. The Hart-
ford Courant picked up the story
and ran an article labelling Profes-
sor Margaret Randall as such.
Thus a tone was set for Randall's
arrival on campus: one of suspicion
and fear. The first issue of the Tri-
pod (Sept. 15), in fact, carried a let-
ter from an alumnus who wished
to inform Trinity students and
their parents about the "4 or 5
Marxist faculty" poisoning the
minds of "young and naive stu-
dents" with their teachings.
The events of last spring, then,
point an accusatory finger at Ran-
dall as being one of the four or five
responsible for promoting com-
munism in the classroom. When
asked about being designated as a
communist, Randall explained the
dangers involved in labelling or pi-
geonholing anyone. "There are a
number of buzzwords in our vocab-
ulary which carry with them a
stereotypical and even hysterical
aura for many people," she said.
She added that we aren't even sure
that these words have the same
meaning for everyone. For exam-
ple, do we all understand words
like "communist" and "feminist"
to have one clear - cut definition
for everyone?
The word "communist" is in-
deed loaded with implications for
Americans, who often consider it
to be synonymous with "enemy"
and equate it with all that is anti •
American. The ambiguity of the
word makes it difficult for anyone
to pin down a precise, all - encom-
passing definition, but if by "com-
munist" one means a member of
the Communist Party, Margaret
Randall is not a communist. She
considers herself to be neither a
"party" person nor even an orga-
nization person. As a scholar, she
prefers the independence of her
own ideas to the adoption of a set
of preconceived ones. By her own
definition, Randall is a humanist,
writer, historian, feminist, photog-
rapher, a progressive person,
teacher, and student. Her attitude
is that there is ranch to teach and
learn during her year at Trinity.
Though born and educated in the
United States, Randall spent more
than twenty years in Latin Amer-
ica. This background enables her
to be a "bridge" between the two
countries for her student.':. The
fear that she might bi promoting
Marxism in the classroom con-
cerns her because she does not be-
lieve in teaching from a single
point of view. Instead, she hopes
to expose her students to a variety
of viewpoints so that they can
make their own informed deci-
sions. Suggesting that students
could be transformed into Marx-
ists or that she would attempt to
do so, Randall says, indicates a lack
of respect for the principles of
teaching and for the developing ca-
pacity of students to think.
Randall's experiences in Latin
America give her a perspective and
an understanding which the major-
ity of Trinity students have not
been exposed to. For example,
people label Nicaragua as a totali-
tarian or communist state. Yet in
reality, it is a government in-
formed by socialism and Christi-
anity. Randall points to the fact
that many of the state's top offi-
cials are priests. She finds this
government to be an interesting
socio - political experiment. Per-
haps if other Americans tried to
view such experiments in this light
rather than as threats to the
American way of life, we could ac-
complish something more con-
structive than friction and conflict.
Although Randall draws inspira-
tion from cultures and govern-
ments organized differently from
that of the United States, she does
not believe in "feeding" one view-
point to her students and passing
it off as "education." She does see
the presentation of many alterna-
tives as an intrinsic part of a good
education.
This semester, Randall is teach-
ing "The Magic and the Realism:
Latin American Literature in
Translation" and "Language of
People's Culture." Next semester
she will teach "Eight Contempo-
rary North American Women
Poets" and an Advanced Writing
workshop. In addition, she is or-
ganizing several readings by
women poets, including a series
called "Rainbow Sound: Women
Poets at Trinity College."
The alarm that Randall's ex-
pected arrival at Trinity triggered
among some members of the com-
munity is indicative of the poten-
tial harm that preconceived notions
can cause. An effort to make con-
tact with Margaret Randall during
her year on campus will yield only
greater understanding. We have
heard enough times that open-
mindedness is what a liberal arts
education is all about - now is the
time to put that idea into practice.
go out with younger guys, but the
ratio is still uneven. My mother's
words of wisdom to me when I
went off to college were, "Beware
of the freshman rush. A lot of older
guys will hit on every new face.
Try to get through those first few
weeks." Pigbook analysis, eh? I
had a great time freshman year,
but the reigning feeling among the
senior "women" is initially one of
abandonment. I know that 1 per-
sonally would not want to pick up
a frosh guy on one of his first col-
lege drinking- rampages, but many
of my male buddies have a reawak-
ened desire to go to Cave dances.
Drunken one - night stands seem
to be a quick answer to date star-
vation, but you soon find out that
students at small colleges like
Trinity come to act like one really
big group of friends and acquaint-
ances. It is easy to figure out that
after a while the only way to avoid
certain people is to hide in the
Computer Room or to cultivate the
famous "Long Walk stare." One
nighters also require a huge
amount of self esteem - sooner or
later you begin to feel like a hunk
of meat marinated in beer. Going
off campus to meet Aetnoids isn't
particularly appealing, either.
Going out with a friend often be-
comes awkward because a casual,
"I want to see this movie, d'ya
wanna come along?" gets twisted
into a "date" in your friend's mind.
If the feeling isn't mutual, this is
terrible. Once I found out from a
friend that we had been "seeing
each other" for a long time. This
came as a surprise to me. I felt as
if my friend had "turned." Did I
have to make a decision about this
person? How close do I want to be
to my friends? Isn't my company
enough? Nightmarish grade school
memories of girls chanting, "Kasia
and Fred, sittin' in a tree, k-i-s-s-i-
n-g," echoed in my head.
By the time many people get to
college they have date - related
hang ups. There's no way of know-
ing whether the pizza predicament
produces angst in a given person.
I think I'm paranoid because I
never dated a whole lot in high
school: I've been confused ever
since. All my friends were guys. I
knew I was "safe" because smart
girls just weren't date material.
When Bill Hart would say, "Let's
get naked and spit on each other,"
I knew 1 could laugh and play
along, The scary thing now, for me,
is wondering if all that sexual sar-
casm is being taken seriously.
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Literacy Campaign
by Warren E. Burger and Ed-
ward M. Kennedy
An idea has been presented to
Congress that is worth trying in
the battle against illiteracy: to cre-
ate a Literacy Corps that will en-
able college students to volunteer
for a few hours a week as assistant
teachers for students in nearby
public schools or other institutions
in return for college credit.
We pride ourselves on being an
"advanced nation," but illiteracy
in America is at a level no nation
should tolerate. Vast number of
Americans lack the basic reading
skills to function in society. Ac-
cording to an estimate, 23 million
citizens over the age of 18 cannot
read the poison warning on a can
of pesticide or a package of ciga-
rettes, the headline of a daily
newspaper, or a letter from their
child's teacher. An additional 35
million are semi-literate, reading
so poorly that they barely function
at a survival level. That makes 58
million adults, roughly a third of
the nation's population over 18,
whom our system of education
failed in their adolescent years and
who are functionally illiterate to-
day. The result is a massive prob-
lem of illiteracy that costs the
nation heavily in welfare and un-
employment, industrial accidents
and lost productivity, and dead-end
lives of crimes and drugs. Illiter-
acy is also a threat to our consti-
tutional system: how can a
functional illiterate really under-
stand that system or defend it ef-
fectively? Even if some of these
figures are overstated, at best the
picture is bleak.
A recent study complained that
America has slipped behind Japan
in the quality of education, but the
truth is, we have slipped behind 47
other countries as well. America
ranks 49th in literacy among the
159 countries of the world.
So far, we have not addressed
this problem very effectively. The
Federal Government spends bil-
lions of dollars every year on edu-
cation, but only a pittance is
targeted on illiteracy. In fact, total
spending of illiteracy in the United
States reaches only about 4% of
those who need help. The National
Advisory Council of Adult Educa-
tion estimates that we would need
to spend $5 billion — fifty times
more than is allocated today — to
have a signifieent impact on the
problem through costly traditional
programs.
New spending of that magnitude
is out of the question because of
the federal deficit. The challenge
is to persuade America to do more
without spending more. That is a
tall order, but it is not impossible
— which is where a Literacy Corps
would come in.
Pilot projects at the University
of Miami and St. John's University
in New York City, relying so far
on corporate donations, have made
a start that provides a pattern. The
results of these modest efforts are
so compelling that the time has
come for a national effort.
Legislation pending in Congress
seeks $27 million over the next two
years to launch Literacy Corps
projects at approximately 1000
colleges and universities across the
country. The bill will provide start-
up gants of about $25,000 per col-
lege to cover the initial administra-
tive costs of campus programs.
Participating college students
would sign up for electives offered
by their colleges and taught by
their professors in semester-long
sourses comparable to those in
"clinical legal education" at many
law schools, although the focus of
the Literacy Corps would be very
different. As part of the course,
college students would be given in-
struction on how to tutor in read-
ing. In addition to teaching in local
elementary and high schools, Lit-
eracy Corps participants could also
tutor in Head Start center, insti-
tutions for the disabled, adult con-
tinuing education programs, jails,
or other facilities where super-
vised classroom-type settings are
available.
In a typical ten-week semester,
each college student in the pro-
gram would provide 60 hours of
tutoring. If 1000 colleges partici-
pated, 100,000 or more students
might join the Literacy Corps, and
a very large amount of tutoring
could be generated over the next
two years.
In addition to tackling the prob-
lem of illiteracy, a Literacy Corps
has another benefit — harnessing
the idealism, and volunteerism,
and the commitment of young
Americanss. So far, initiatives in
this area have been stymied by the
high price of conventional propos-
als such as a National Service
Corps or R.O.T.C.-type scholar-
ships or loan-forgiveness pro-
grams for students willing to
commit themselves to a period of
post-graduate public service.
Japanese Push World Market
by David Molner
"The richer your friends are, the
more they'll cost you," said Eltea-
beth Marbury. Take a look at
whose playing financial hardball
these days and you'll know what
she meant.
Those friendly, bowing guys that
are forever snapping cameras have
curtsied their way into the halls of
international economic power. The
Japanese are undisputedly todays
biggest players in the market;
snatching up real estate and stocks
and bonds at an alarming rate, the
Japanese have planted both feet
firmly on not only American soil,
but European as well. Here's why.
The Japanese have, for a long
time, saved more of their Gross
National Product (GNP) than any
other developed nation, but wit-
ness their lower standard of living
and average wage. For years they
plunged the bulk of these savings
into real estate, a shelter from the
threat of inflation. Prom 1955 to
1970, Japanese real estate hold-
ings increased thirtyfold; they then
tripled that from 1970-1985 with-
out a single off year, the New York
Times reported.
The eighties, however, ushered
in the era of transition from real
estate to the ripening domestic
stock markets. Accordingly the
price/earnings ratios from this pe-
riod demonstrate large increases.
By 1985-86, the drop in oil prices
freed Japan from having to export
to the U.S. in order to pay off bills
to the Arabs. Naturally, at this
point, Japan took the bull by the
horns, rolling over their huge trade
surpluses into foreign investments
in the U.S., Canada, Tokyo, Hong
Kong, London and the European
Common Market. Japan has the
world's largest trade surplus.
For the average Joe on Wall
Street, this means that market
value on just about anything is de-
termined by the Japanese. What-
ever Tokyo is willing to pay, that's
the price. Stocks, bonds, T-Bills,
municipal bonds...you name it.
And they can do it, too. The
seemingly bottomless ocean of for-
eign capital that is pouring into the
U.S. is buoying an artificially high
market. Similarly, all this buying
keeps the yen high and the U.S.,
and hence the dollar, hanging on
what the Japanese will do. Quick
example: if the Japanese decide to
hold securities in pounds as op-
posed to dollars, the dollar takes a
nose dive. This accounts in part for
decline of the dollar since 1985.
The Japanese dominance has
reached astronomic proportions: In
September alone, the Japanese
purchased 40% of a$ 9 billion mar-
ket and their overall purchases in
the U.S. for thus far in 1987 total
$10 billion.
Daiwa, a Tokyo based brokerage
firm and the world's second larg-
est brokerage house, made $2.5
billion in brokerage commissions
and $1.5 billion in other revenues.
They hold assets equal to three
times the equity of Merrill Lynch
and their external assets alone top
those of the OPEC cartel in its
heyday.
For Americans, this episode is
somewhat like being forced to sit
through bad kabuki theater. Lead-
ing us around by the nose and ar-
tificially stimulating our market,
the Japanese are pushing us into
dire straits. Unless the U.S. econ-
omy can heal the wounds of its
looming domestic trade deficit and
massive foreign debt whiie keep-
ing interest rates down, it won't
be long before the U.S. either cries
mercy or tries blowing more tariff
smoke in the eyes of the Japanese.
The market won't float like this
forever, though. Soon enough the
anchor of economic recession is
likely to drag many of us down,
contemplating an ironic hari-kari.
We believe a Literacy Corps has
all the potential for today that
President Kennedy's Peace Corps
had in the 1%0's. Young Ameri-
cans in this generation are as
ready, willing and eager to respnd
to the challenge of public service
as their parents were a generation
ago, when President Kennedy
urged them to "Ask not what your
country can do for you — ask what
you can do for your country."
If colleges and universities
across the country respond by ac-
cepting the Literacy corps as part
of their educational process, stu-
dents wilt have the oppoutunity to
participate by many thousands and
America may at last begin to deals
in more effective and affordable
ways with the shameful and fester-
ing problem of illiteracy in our
midst.
One final point — the Literacy
Corps is not a new idea. It is based
on a model conceived in 1969 by
an unusually creative private citi-
zen, Norman Mmutsa of Washing-
ton, D.C., who has been knocking
on many doors for the better part
of a decade; seeking support for the
concept, Mariana now heads the
Washington Education Project,
which is scolding broader corporate
financing for the idea if Congres-
sional action is too slow. In 1984,
Manasa wrote a very readable pa-
perback elaborating on the pro-
gram, culled "The Washington
Education Project, Inc. — or How
You Can Get a Tutor For Your
Kid, Just Like Rich People." It
may not be on the best-seller lists
today, but it deserves to be on the
shelves of every college bookstore
in the country -•• and perhaps it
will lie. The Literacy Corps is an
idea whose time is overdue.
Warren K. Burger was Chief
Justice of the United States from
1969 to 19K6; he is presently
Chairman of tiie Commission on
the United States Constitution.
Edward M. Kennedy is the senior
Democratic Senator from Massa-
chusetts.
S. Africa Loses Trade
by Ronald J. Silverman
The relationship between Israel
and South Africa has never been
one of substantial significance. As
Israel's population is over 55%
non-caucasion and had grown in
recent years to include Black Ethi-
opians, the government has con-
tinued a policy of publicly
condemning apartheid. This policy
originated with Israel's first Prime
Minister, David Ben-Gurion. As a
result of this pro-freedom, anti-
apartheid orientation of the state
of Israel, the degree of the rela-
tionship between Israel and South
Africa has been, relative to other
westen nations, minimal.
Israel had had a s history of trade
with South Africa, as have many
other nations. Yet in 198(1, Israel's
total trade with South Africa
amounted to only $200 million,
which is slightly less than 1% of
South Africa's total trade. In con-
trast, the U.S.A. traded S'AA bil-
lion (exports and imports) with
South Africa, Japun-$S2.9 billion.
Germany-$2.8 billion, ami Great
Britain-$2.G billion. South Africa
also trades approximately $2 l»il-
lion yearly with Arab rminti'k's,
primarily Saudi Arabia, to import
continued on pi»j!e ^
the oil it is vitally dependent upon.
Furthermore, South Africa main-
tains extensive colllusive trading
relationships in diamonds and pre-
cious metals with the Soviet Union.
South Africa also engages in a con-
siderable (but difficult to quantify)
amount of trade with various
black-African nations.
Even in her military trade rela-
tionship with South Africa, Israel
in far from a signifieent actor.
South Africa's main weapons sup-
pliers are France, Britain, Canada,
West. Germany, Italy, India, and
the United States." In addition,
Middle Eastern nations such as
Iran and Iraq have recently bene-
fited from the large domestic
South African arms industry by
entering into weapons procure-
ment, arrangements with that na-
tion to the tune of SI billion and
$•750 million, repeetively.
Yet, Israel has taken significant
steps to further reduce its already
limited relationship with South Af-
rica. On March 18. HW" the Israeli
cabinet decided to pursue a policy
of not rwiewini:'; any military sales
contract* with Smith Africa. Also
included i« ihai Mnrch cabinet
iTStvfuiif was the decision to instt"
tuie a c»niifuth.'O v> j'lau itml exe-
cute ;u|i.ii!ion:il Lsrwii wineitoiis
airuifis? y.iuth Al'rira.
Robert Bork Cont.
by Katryna Nields and Elizabeth
Freese
"The Senate has every right...to
ask the president to maintain on
the Supreme Court a balance be-
tween liberal and conservative
opinion." This quote from William
Rehnquist, Chief Justice of the Su-
preme Court.
If Judge Robert Bork is con-
firmed to the Supreme Court by
the Senate, the balance of opinion
on the Court will change. Some
fear that the separation of church
and state will no longer exist as
we know it. Others fear that the
views of minorities will no longer
by the Court, Still others feel that
the Constitution will no longer be
interpreted to protect the rights of
women. On the other hand, there
are those who believe this is an
extremist viewpoint. However, the
question still remains: Can the
Senate reject Judge Bork on the
basis of his ideology?
Throughout history, the Senate
has rejected presidential on the ba-
sis of their ideologies. Of 139 nom-
inees to the Supreme Court, 26
were not confirmed. According to
the Washington Post, of those re-
jected, 24 were rejected on ideo-
logical grounds. A recent example
is the aborted nomination of Abe
Fortas for Chief Justice in 1968.
Then Senator and current Chief of
Staff Howard Baker said during
that debate, "In resolving ques-
tions on confirmation, the Senate
must consider their social, eco-
nomic and legal philosophies; and
the wisdom and desirability of the
appointments at this particular
time." Senator Strom Thurmond
echoed his colleague: "A man's
philosophy, both his philosophy of
life and his philosophy of judicial
interpretation are extremely re-
levent.
Bork is a strict interpreter of the
Constitution. He does not recog-
nize any rights that are not specif-
ically enumerated in the
Constitution. These art- a few con-
clusions on controversial issues
which reflect Bork's ideology:
-The Ninth Amendment states
that there are certain rights which
are not specifically provided for in
the Constitution, hut are still "r-
etained by the people." Bork, how-
ever, believes the amendment
should be regarded by a judge as,
"nothing more thatn a waterhlot
on the document before him."
-Bork denounces many landmark
Supreme Court decisions as unsup-
portable by the Constitution. The
cases of Roe v. Wade which out-
lawed anti-abortion laws and Gris-
wold v. Connecticut which made
anti-contraception laws illegal both
cited the Ninth Amendment as
support for the decisions.
-Because only racial minorities
are mentioned in the Constitu-
tion's Equal Protection Clause,
Bork says that women's rights are
not protected by the Constitution.
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-Black groups observe that Bork
has not supported even one civil
rights bill from its inception, and
he has criticized many civil rights
decisions as unsupportable.
The New Republic has pointed to
Bork's seemingly ambiguous stand
on whether or not ideas can be in-
ferred from the Constitution. "On
one hand he has stated that be-
cause he can find no textual sup-
port in the Constitution for such a
notion, people do not have the right
to engage in the private sexual
practice without government reg-
ulation. Yet he has argued that the
First Amendment, a piece of writ-
ing in which the word "political"
does not appear, protects only po-
litical speech. When it suits his
purpose, it seems that Bork will
allow a more liberal interpretation
of the Constitution, otherwise he
will deem ideas not specifically
specified as unsupportable.
The Reagan Administration
claims that Bork has changed his
views and has become more mod-
erate. If confirmed, Bork would
remain on the bench for life. Per-
haps Bork has changed, perhaps
not, but who is to say that he will
not change back once he is con-
firmed? The fact is that his pub-
lished writings and his political
rhetoric reflect a general lack of
sympathy for women and minori-
ties and a lack of respect for prec-
edents established by the Supreme
Court. Can we take the chance of
having this ideology be the swing
vote on the Supreme Court?
Japanese Internment Reparations Questioned
by Bill Sullivan
Injustice is inevitable in any
country. Prejudices, self-interest,
and opportunism rise up and claim
victims every day. However, the
moral strength of a nation is seem
not so much through the crimes it
commits, but as how it makes
amends.
The House of Representatives
recently demonstrated its will to
do right by passing a bill formally
apologizing for the government's
role in the internment of 112,000
Japanese Americans during World
War II. Appropriately, the meas-
ure, titled the Civil Liberties of
1987, was adopted on the 200th
anniversary of the Constitution.
The bill contains a national apol-
ogy which says it was "a grave
injustice...motivated in part by ra-
cial prejudice and wartime hys-
teria."
General John DeWitt, heading
the Western Defense Command,
proposed the plan in the wake of
the bombing of Pearl Harbor, when
the "yellow peril", so evident in
the 1920's seemed to have become
a reality. Americans were seething
over the attack and, at the same
time, were fearing a raid on the
mainland.
Basic security measures were in-
troduced early in 1942: travel re-
strictions, curfews, and eventually
evacuation. The Japanese Ameri-
cans were given weeks to sell their
homes and businesses before mov-
ing to assembly centers, and fi-
nally being transported to camps,
usually in remote areas. There they
were detained in barracks, most
until 1945. What first had been an
inconvenience soom became a bla-
tant violation of due process of law.
The greatest error in judgement
was probably allowing the military
to make policy. They executed the
internment and saw it through to
its conclusion, while elected rep-
resentatives smoothed over the
rough edges. President Franklin
D. Roosevelt signed an executive
order. Congress passed legisla-
tion, and eventually the Supreme
Court ruled the action Constitu-
tional. The justices, like the oth-
ers, knew there was a war and
simply tried to stay out of the way.
The Civil Liberties Act marks a
clearing of the national consci-
ence, but it carries a hefty price
tag.
Along with the apology, the bill
recommends that the president
pardon those who disobeyed the
curfew and evacuation notices, and
asks government agencies review
the status of Japanese Americans
fired from their positions to be sent
to the camps. It also provides $50
million for research and education
in the area of civil liberties.
The big blow in the bill, however,
is $1.2 billion in tax-free payments
to the 60,000 survivors of the in-
ternment. That works out to
$20,000 apiece, and was the major
obstacle to the passage of the bill,
which won approval 242-141.
Rep. Daniel E. Lungren (R-CA),
whose proposed amendment to
eliminate the payments was de-
feated, said the bill was based on
the "misguided notion thtat the
dollar sign is the only genuine
symbol of contrition." Another
member called it "blood money".
They have a point. The message
Congress seems to be giving to the
recipients is: "Your internment
was worth $20,000, no more, no
less. You were humiliated, moved
around, and treated as outcasts, so
now we're making it up to you."
One would think that the victims
of the internment would consider
it an insult to have a value affixed
to several years of their lives.
Proponents of the legislation ar-
gue that the money is symbolic.
But $1.00 is symbolic; $20,000 is a
payoff. The term is particularly ap-
propriate in view of the fact that
the condition for receiving the pay-
ment is the dropping of any litiga-
tion against the government.
Congress inadvertently sends an
even stronger message with the
payments. They shuffle aside all
the injustices in American history,
implying that only one is actually
worth money.
Congress should do something
more meaningful than writing a
check and making an apology that
yet to be decided. A similar
only the Congressional Record will
remember a year from now. A
monument would be a lasting re-
minder that civil liberties are rare,
and without the proper safeguards
they can become extinct.
Technically, the fate of the bill
Senate bill with 76 co-sponsors
should easily pass, after whieh a
joint committee will make quick
work of the two bills. But the pres-
ident will face quite a dilemma
when it comes time to sign:
whether to accept pork-barrel leg-
islation or tell Japanese Americans
there won't be any apology yet.
Israel <f S. Africa
continued from page 6
The report of that committee,
headed by Yossi Beilin (the politi-
cal director-general of the foreign
ministry) resulted in the levying of
additional sanctions on South Af-
rica on September 16th. This most
recent sanctions package affected
limitations on trade, investment,
cultural exchanges, and tourism
with South Africa. Specifically, the
sanctions freeze all steel imports
from South Africa, ban Israeli gov-
ernment investments in South Af-
rica including loans, cease trading
in oil products with South Africa,
and curtail official Israeli visits to
South Africa. Additionally, all of-
ficial sports, cultural, and scien-
tific exchanges with South Africa
are to be reduced. All official Is-
raeli promotions of tourism to
South. Africa are halted, and the
use of Israeli ports as South Afri-
can shipping transit stations are
now banned. With these steps, Is-
rael had reduced the future levels
of its economic, social, and politi-
cal relationship with a pro-aparth-
eid Pretoria to an unprecedented
minute ievel.
The opinions expressed in the
World Outlook sections are
strictly those of the individual
writers. In no way do they reflect
the views or opinions of the World
Outlook Editors or the Tripod
staff.
J
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Eiko and Koma Fascinate Trin
On this past Friday and Satur-
day Trinity was honored by the
presence of two amazingly tal-
ented dancer/choreographers,
Eiko and Koma. Eiko (female) and
Koma (male) are independent art-
ists who were raised in post-war
Japan. They met in 1971 when they
joined the Tatsumi Hijikata dance
company in Tokyo, and their part-
nership began with their debut as
independents in 1972.
Since that beginning these per-
formers have studied Japanese
avant-garde theatrical movement
with some of that movement's
greatest figures as well as going
on to study early century German
modern dance. They have been
performing their work at theaters,
universities, museums, galleries,
and festivals throughout North
America and Europe for over ten
years.
All of which brings us to the
present. Eiko and Koma presented
their piece By the River in Good-
win Theatre this weekend and
showed the Trinity community
something that no one expected.
Beginning with a film of candles
against an abstract backdrop, By
the River set a very eerie and dis-
comfoting mood which was in-
creased by the appearence of
Koma. Dressed in a loose Japenese
tunic and pants, and moving slowly
and torturously, Koma captured
the audience's attention immedi-
ately and also succeeded in catch-
ing and keeping the sympathy of
his viewers,
Thoughout the entire perfor-
mance, Koma displayed an unbe-
lievable control of body at such a
slow pace while he conveyed the
suffering of the human condition.
This theme was further expressed
by the arrival of Eiko on stage.
Her almost emaciated naked form
showed an anguish of spirit was
seemed beyond words. She per-
formed incredibly subtle adjust-
ments of her body in the course of
this performance. Before one could
notice, she was in a different posi-
tion.
The relationship between her
and Koma was perhaps the most
important part of this piece, but
sadly the audience could only ap-
preciate part of this relationship.
To truly appreciate some of the
movement the performers so pain-
stakingly sought to show, the au-
dience should have been seated
higher and toward the back of the
Goodwin Theatre rather than the
half-house seating which was pro-
vided by the Arts Center. This
seating was too close to the stage
to allow the audience to see the
flowing river which was worked
into the abstract pattern of the
stage floor. Throughout the per-
formance, Koma never left the
path of this river, while Eiko never
joined it.
Their movements on and around
it were lost to most of the audi-
ence. The performance's lighting
designer, Blu, stated that the best
seats in the house for a perfor-
mance like this would have been in
the back row, but due to the half-
house seating, this was never dis-
covered by the audience.
Blu himself has worked with
Eiko and Koma for years now and
his work on the lighting of By the
River was exceptional. His light-
ing captured the mood of the piece
and enhanced the extraordinary
balance of the performers as well
as the presentation's themes.
It is not always a common thing
to find slow dance movement
which does not become boring, but
By the River managed to not only
hold interest but also a certain fas-
cination. Despite the problems
with the seating, the performance
was excellent. Trinity should feel
privileged to have had these ou-
standing performers come.
* • '
Eiko (left) and Koma (right) presented their piece "On the River" (his past weekend at Austin Arts Center.
Special to the Tripod
Any actors, dancers, and musi-
cians interested in being involved
with Judy Dworin's production of
The Little Prince should come to
an Information Meeting this
Thursday, October 1. At the meet-
ing, Judy will discuss what will be
involved with the production and
what is required of those in it. The
meeting is very important as she
will be discussing the auditions,
which will be held on October 12
and 13. Those interested should at-
tend the meeting in Seabury 47 at
3:30 on Thursday, or call Judy's
office.
Poetry Contest
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The Department of Music is
proud to announce that The How-
ard University Chorale will pres-
ent a concert Friday, October 2 at
8:15 p.m. in the Washington Room
of the Mather Campus Center. This
group has been honored by per-
forming at the White House with
Leotyne Price and they have per-
formed Beethoven's Ninth Sym-
phony with the New Haven
Symphony Orchestra for PBS.
They have entertained abroad in
France, Italy and most recently,
Poland.
The chorale's director, Dr. J.
Weldon Norris, is also highly rec-
ognized. He has been a Professor
of Music at Howard since 1973 and
is a former Ford Foundation Fel-
low. He has performed with enter-
tainment greats like Cicely Tyson,
the late Adolph Caesar, Ruby Dee,
Robert Hooks and Esther Rolle.
Dr. Norris has also conducted his
own professional choir, the Afro-
American Bicentennial Chorale.
The program at Trinity will con-
sist of a rich mixture of musical
styles. Brahm's,Four Songn will he
featured as well as Hector Belioz's
Quarens me from "Requiem
Mass." The classical works will be
balanced by American Negro spir-
ituals and work songs: namely,
Hall Johnson's Work Songs and
Spirituals and Randall Thomp-
son's Alleluia. Hall Johnson, the
arranger for Work Songs and
Spirituals, urges the forty per-
formers to sing the words in their
own natural voices to cause the
songs to come alive and speak of
the past.
The evening should prove to be
entertainment as well as educa-
tional, and all are encouraged to
attend. The Howard University
Singers in Concert is a perfor-
mance pass event. Dr. J. Weldon Norris will be directing the Howard University Singers this Friday in the Washington Room.
David Bowie: A Retrospective of An Artist
by Elizabeth Bennett
' Arts Staff Writer
The first time I saw David
Bowie, I was seven years old. To
me, he was a strange looking man
in a rock retrospective book, wear-
ing copper shocked hair, a red
dress, a feather boa, platform
shoes, and a lot of makeup. The
last time I saw David Bowie, I was
twenty-one and this time I had
brought my ultra-hip 11 year old
brother to see a Glass Spider con-
cert at Giants Stadium.
Now I am a veteran of three live
Bowie performances, owner of
many Bowie albums, critic of
Bowie films, arguer of many bat-
tles with my rooommate over var-
ious Bowie topics, and devout
believer that "The Laughing
Gnome" is one of the greatest
songs ever written. There's been a
lot of water under the bridge. Since
1983 — with the success of Let's
Dance and the Serious Moonlight
tour — Bowie has been accused of
selling out and being too con-
cerned with commercial success.
Supposedly he has betrayed his ar-
tistic consciousness in favor of
meaningless dance music and large
arena appearances.
Looking at the latest develop-
ments with the Glass Spider tour,
it is easy to see that Bowie hasn't
betrayed himself or his fans and
the direction his career and his
music have taken aren't all that
radical. He has continued to devlop
his image as a Renaissance Man
and Master Showman as well as a
creative Artist.
With Ziggy Stardust's glitter, it
is no wonder that people ordinarily
overlook The Thin White Duke
(Bowie's persona, post-Ziggy). The
only way to describe the Duke is
to say that he was black and white.
Not lifeless, but stark, bleak, and
definitely brooding. Influenced by
Brian Eno, life in Germany, and
many philosophers, Bowie pro-
duced a farewell to Los Angeles
(Young Americans), and five art
albums (Low, Heroes, Lodger, a re-
cording of Brecht's Baal, and
Scary Monsters and Super Freaks)
which are probably his best works.
These albums are dark and almost
cynical; often they are seen as
expressions of artist's angst cre-
ated by Bowie's attempts to be
understood and to be an ARTIST.
The importance of Bowie's desire
to be an Artist is overwhelming.
Through all of his phases he has
shown a knack for being The Mas-
ter Showman incorporating all
sorts of theatrical elements, and
always a leader of fashion. For
these albums, he concentrated on
the music rather than the perfor-
mances, and the results are pow-
erful. Scary Monsters includes
Japanese influences, a visit from
Major Tom, and the popularization
of concept music videos with the
production of "Ashes to Ashes."
Bowie the Artist,
So what happened? Bowie is still
respected as an Artist, although
not of the pale-skinned, philoso-
phizing, leather jacket clad type (as
with Low and Lodger). With the
new images of the Serious Moon-
light and Glass Spider tours, Bowie
personifies fashion, class, and
STYLE. Onstage, he effortlessly
glides his way through his songs,
but every move is precisely choreo-
graphed and timed. He acts out or
dances to every song; nothing is
left to be delivered as a beautiful
ballad — not even "Time" or
"Heroes." The Glass Spider tour
had an incredibly elaborate set (the
Spider itself was only one of the
elements) of ladders and plat-
forms, each of which served as a
separate acting area for the dan-
cers and musicians. Of course,
most of the audience missed half
of what went on either through
watching the video screens or
seating problems in the hugh are-
nas Bowie is booked into. But
through binoculars I could see his
grin, ins flying feet, and the very
real feelings in his face as he
emoted through "Heroes," "Never
Let Me Down," and "Cracked Ac-
tor" (in 1983). Bowie Performs.
Who cares if he has become a
commercial success (doesn't he de-
serve it?) and is criticized of selling
out? True, Let's Dance lacks the
depth of the previous albums, and
Tonight never would have made it
without "Blue Jean" and the hype
of the video. But both albums have
some great dance music! Sure, it
would be great to hear him break
into "Diamond Dogs," or "Hang
onto Yourself" and I'd love to see
"Cracked Actor" again, but "Her-
oes" (sung in a straight jacket), the
new version of "Fame," and Car-
los Alomar's opening of "Purple
Haze" are fantastic, too. As for
selling out, if Pepsi's sponsorship
of the Glass Spider tour enabled
the tour to go on the road, I'm all
for it. The concerts were some-
thing I'll never forget and I'm glad
I didn't miss them.
Besides, how can you say he sold
out when he gave the New York
Times four pages worth of inter-
view discussion about the influ-
enes of Pina Bausch and Breeht on
the Glass Spider's staging?
The last time I saw David Bowie
he had finished two songs after
singing "Time" as a great golden
Mercury (or was it an Eagle?) atop
the Glass Spider. My brother was
still dancing to "Blue Jean" and
"Modern Love." And I could only
sit thinking of Bowie — dressed in
the gold mylar jumpsuit with
winged boots — who had held me
wrapped up in the concert two
nights in a row, two and a half
hours each night. He has "Never
Let Me Down." Flapping his wings
atop the Glass Spider, Bowie
seemed strangely ageless, a youth-
ful Father Time who was embrac-
ing twenty years of fans.
"And these children that you spit
on, as they try and change their
world
Are immune to your consulta-







Wadsworth Atheneum this month in "American Women Artists 1830-1930.
On September 20, the only
Northeastern U.S. stop of the in-
augural exhibition of the National
Museum of Women in the Arts,
called American Women Artists
1830-1930 came to the Wadsworth
Atheneum here in Hartford.This
exhibition contains 118 works of
art involving portraits, land-
scapes, still life, and sculpture, as
well as a number of genre pieces.
This exhibition is described by
exhibition curator Eleanor Tufts as
a "voyage of discovery" due to the
presentation of the many little-
known but talented artists repre-
sented. In addition to these lesser
known artists are a few pieces but
artistic greats such as Mary Cas-
satt and Georgia O'Keefe. Ms.
Tufts hopes that this exhibition will
show the art work! that the history
of art in this country is not a his-
tory of male art. She hopes that
art history will begin giving equal
attention to both sexes.
As Trinity's community contains
many promising artists, both male
and female, there is little doubt
that Ms. Tufts' point will be heard
and accepted here. The exhibition
i.s very impressive and all Trinity
students should take the time to
view it. The show will be open until
November 15 and is on display at
the Wadsworth Atheneum, 600
Main Street in Hartford. For in-
formation call 278-2670.
Print Show
There is currently an exhibition
of Trinity's Print Collection on dis-
play in the Widener Gallery at
Austin Arts Center. This exhibi-
tion includes a number of pieces
which have not been on display for
several years, including a pair of
color lithographs by Georges Bra-
que and a series of exceptional
etchings by Phillip Kapel.
These are only a small part of
the Arts Center's private collec-
tion and it is hoped that in the fu-
ture, the student body will be able
to see the rest of the outstanding
pieces that the Fine Arts depart-
ment has.
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Soccer Undefeated
in Last Three Games
by Franklin S. Tower
Tripod Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Soccer
Team is off to one of its best sea-
son's ever. Three games into the
1987 season, the team is unde-
feated, with two victories and a
well fought tie. The change of
coaches in the offseason has
"worked wonders" for the team,
according to some of the players,
providing "a new outlook for the
1987 season,"
The season opened with a double
overtime 1-1 tie versus Bowdoin at
home last weekend in the rain.
After giving up a goal early in the
first half, the Bantams seemed to
be off to a shaky start. But just
minutes later in the first half,
freshman Katya Lopez scored the
equalizer on a long kick from out-
side the penalty box.
Trinity dominated the second
half of the game with tremendous
defense but could not score again.
The contest ended after twenty
minutes of overtime. The tie with
Bowdoin proved to be a harbinger
of things to come.
Following the tie with Bowdoin,
the Bantams crushed the rela-
tively unknown Manhattanville.
The final score, 11-1, was indica-
tive of the tempo of the game. The
game was a little more difficult
than a hard practice. Most of the
Trinity scoring was evenly distrib-
uted, as several players scored
more than once.
To cap off their successful week,
Trinity defeated a strong Amherst
squad 1-0 in Massachusetts, in a
game described by some players
as, "physically the toughest of the
three... their players were aggres-
sive on and off the ball." Kathy
Ennis scored the only goal of the
game in the first half on a well-
placed drive to the right post.
Much of Trinity's early success
must be attributed to the strong
goal-keeping of Julie Sullivan and
the solid mid-field of co-captains
Layne Pomerleau and Betsy Kar-
etnic> and sophomore Debbie
Glew. The new attitude of Coach
Pine is also playing a big factor in
the team's early success.
This week, the team hopes to
continue their success against
Wesleyan away on Tuesday and at





When the Trinity coaching staff
of the Women's Volleyball Team
mixes up a brew of hard work, em-
phasizing fundamentals, good de-
fense and a strong outside attack,
the result most likely will yield an
excellent product. So is the case in
the 1987 Lady Bantams campaign.
With their 5-0 start, other teams
are beginning to take notice of the
Lady Bants success.
The past week found the spikers
upsetting Weslayan and Connecti-
cut College and trouncing the
squad from Albertus Magnus. The
latter bowed to the Bantams 15-2
and 15-1. As in previous matches,
superior passing and solid defense
proved to be the difference. As it
turned out, the Albertus Magnus
match served as a warm-up ses-
sion for the long awaited match
with Wesleyan.
"We had been patiently awaiting
our rivalry with Wesleyan. It
wasn't tough at all to get psyched,
even in practice," commented de-
fensive specialist Kris Gilson.
It has become rather common-
place to have co-captain Kathleen
Strauss lead the attack with her
serves. Against Wesleyan, Strauss
continued to dominate. Strauss'
serving gave the Lady Bants a
quick 9-1 advantage, a lead which
would be tested but never relin-
quished. Game two gave way to
sloppy and tentative play as Wes-
layan came on strong with a 8-15
win. In the third and decided game,
setter Emily Knack took control.
She seemed to set from all over
the court to hitters Sue Stenneck
and co-captain Kris Cadelina. "We
needed leadership in that third
game and Emily certainly fit the
bill", said Coach Peters. Trinity
dominated the final game with ex-
cellent dinks (akin to a drop shot
in tennis) from outside hitter Beth
Clifford and superb blocking, win-
ning 15-1.
On Saturday, the spikers took
their show to Conn College. In pre-
vious play, Conn College had
beaten Wesleyan, giving the mak-
ings of an excellent match. How-
ever, the Lady Bants had too much
firepower, winning three straight
15-11, 15-11, and 15-5. An adjust-
ment to the Conn College defense
called by Coach Ogrodnick stifled
the opposition's attack. Freshman
sensation Grace Russell was a
force from outside. Steady setting
allowed Trinity to feature Grace's
hitting from the strong side. Dou-
ble blocking seemed to offer little
resistence to her kill shots (an
unreturned spike).
The spikerts next opponent will
be perennial powers Amherst and
Vassar this Saturday at Amherst.
Game time is scheduled for 11 a.m.
Kalherine Hewitt '91 scores a goal in the Hauls ll-I win over Miinhuttniivillc. photo hy (Iromllit Jl Johiuiton
MSoccer Beats MITand Nichols
by Steve Brauer
Tripod Sports Writer
The Trinity Men's Soccer team
won two games this past week to
improve their record to 2-1. On
Wednesday the Bants travelled to
Nichols and won 3-1 in overtime.
Playing at MIT on Saturday, the
team capped their week with a 1-0
victory.
The Nichols game really
shouldn't have gone into overtime,
as Trinity was a clearly superior
team. But the team didn't play well
and needed time to adjust to the
field conditions.
The field was sloped at an angle
from one end to the other. In ad-
dition there was a strong wind and
the field was short. The goalie's
punts would bounce and be just
about to the opposing goalie. This
made things difficult for Bantam
goalie Carl Fier and the defense,
but they hung tough.
Junior Matt Gandal scored the
first goal, a pretty volley off a cross
from Steve Ryan. The end of reg-
ulation saw the scored tied at one,
forcing the Bants into overtime.
Scott Isaac's winning goal in
overtime came with some assist-
ance from a Nichols defender. Off
a Gandal touch pass, Isaac shot for
the far post. The ball was begin-
ning to sail wide until it was de-
flected into the net. "It was ugly,"
said Isaac.
Freshman Craig Hyland added
an insurance goal when he drib-
bled through some Nichols defend-
ers for a breakaway and then beat
the goalie one on one.
Against MIT, after playing well
for the first twenty minutes, in
which the Bants would score the
only goal of the game, the team
played a little flat.
It was a very windy day and the
wind would play a big factor in the
game. Keeping this in mind, (loach
Robie Shults chose to go against
the wind in the first half so that
they could have the wind with them
for the second half. He was count-
ing on the defense to hold them in
the first half.
Ironically, the Bantams wound
up scoring their goal against the
wind. Sophomore Joe Marra
crossed the ball to Craig Hyland
who trapped it, set it up and
pushed the ball by the goalie.
The team had trouble with the
wind in the second half and didn't
play well. They weren't switching
the ball, and they played with tun-
nel vision, forcing the ball down
one side at a time.
As they have all season long, the
defense played well, holding MIT
to just four shots on goal. Junior
Sieve Ryan slooil out, as he cov-
ered the Engineers' best player,
keeping him m check throughout
the contest. Junior Greg Stedrnan
also played well filling in for the
injured David Wray.
Sophomore Peter Heinous also
did a solid job subbing for injured
Co-Captain George Manthous.
ManthoiiH underwent arthroseopic
knee surgery on Friday for liga-
ment damage.
This team may be the best Trin-
ity has had in years. When they
play well they can be very tough
to beat. Despite not playing as well
as they had in their loss to ('oast
Guard, they won both games this
week. This year's Hants are a tal-
ented squad and should be lough
opponents for any other Division
III squad. You can see them next
tomorrow at ,'i:,S0 against Quiuui-
piac hero at, home.
SUBSCRIBE TO THE TRIPOD!
STUDENTS, PARENTS, ALUMNI - IF YOU
WOULD LIKE THE TRIPOD DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOORSTEP EVERY WEEK FOR THE
1987-88 ACADEMIC YEAR, SEND $15 AND
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Field Hockey Keeps
Win Streak Alive
by Laura von Seldeneck and Ellie
Pierce
Tripod Staff Writer
The Lady Bants continued their
success this week, racking up two
more wins on the road. Despite ad-
verse conditions, Trinity defeated
Southern Conneticut 4-0. Against
the rival Tuft Jumbos, the Lady
Bants came from behind to pull out
a 2-1 win.
On Thursday, the squad trav-
elled to SCONN where they played
on a multi-level rock pasture.
Sophomore Robin Silver started
off the scoring with a quick tip in
off a shot from senior co-captain
Laura von Seldeneck '88. The sec-
ond goal came shortly thereafter
on a strong direct shot from the
top of the circle by von Seldeneck.
Going into halftime with a 2-0 lead,
the Bants were hungry for more.
In the second half, Amy Folta
'88 slid the ball past the SCONN
goalie after a scramble in front of
the cage. Co-captain Ellie Pierce
finished out the scoring with a di-
rect shot that fired past the goal
tender.
Within the first 45 seconds of
the game, sweeper Gretchen Bul-
lard '88 went down with an injury.
Alyssa Kolowrat moved back to re-
place Bullard as sweeper and did a
great job of controlling the back-
field. Good performances were also
turned in by Diane Christie '88 and
freshman Stacia Talbot. Despite
the horrendous field conditions,
Trinity continued to prove their
strength on both offense and de-
fense.
Saturday, the Bants ventured to
Medford, MA to take on the al-
ways tough Tuft Jumbos. A tradi-
tional rivalry between Trinity and
Tufts always makes for an exciting
and extremely competitive game.
This year's contest was no excep-
tion.
Both teams started off strong
and were fired up from the first
whistle. Unfortunately, Tufts got
on the Scoreboard first with a goal
that squeaked by freshman goal-
tender, Louise van der Does, after
a battle in front of the cage.
Although the rest of the first half
remained scoreless, Trinity contin-
ued to apply pressure on their at-
tacking end. Jen Brewster '88 was
instrumental in forcing penalty
corners for Trinity and applied
constant pressure to the goalie's
pads.
At halftime down 0-1, the Bants
pulled some loose ends together
and were determined to get on the
boards.
The Bants' first goal of the game
came 5 minutes into the second
half when von Seldeneck hit a pow-
erful drive on goal from several
yards outside the circle. A con-
fused Tufts defense and goalie let
it sweep right by and the score was
tied at 1-1.
The anxiety level was high and
the next 10 minutes of the game
were played at mid-field. Folta
looked particularly strong, giving
all she had at midfield. It wasn't
until 9 minutes left into the game
that Pierce scored the winning goal
#50 Mike Maccagnan sacks the Bowdoin quarterback. photo by Peter Black. Jr.
with a hard shot from the wing
that was tapped in by a Tufts de-
fender.
The final minutes of the game
were a real test for the Trinity de-
fense. The Jumbos had several
scoring opportunities and numer-
ous penalty corners. However, the
defense remained poised and held
them to the one goal. Once again,
van der Does did a superb job in
goal.
Coach Robin Sheppard said that
both teams played very well, each
playing their own styles; Tufts, a
well controlled and disciplined
style and Trinity a more freel-
anced, opportunist style. Shep-
pard referred to the victory as a
legitimate 2-1 win.
The junior varsity game was
equally as exciting and competi-
tive, ending a 1-1 tie.
Both the varsity and the JV will
travel to Mt. Holyoke on Thurs-
day. The varsity hopes to continue
their winning- streak (3-0 for the
year and and 28 in a row).
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW:
206-736-0775 Ext. 201H




Women's Soccer — Wesleyan 3:00 Away
Women's Tennis — Holy Cross 3:30 Away
Water Poio — Bridgewater State Away
WEDNESDAY:
Men's Soccer —- Quinnipiac 3:30 HOME
THURSDAY:
Women's Field Hockey — Mt. Holyoke 3:30 Away
SATURDAY:
Football — Bates 1:30 Away
Women's Volleyball — Amherst & Vasar 11:00 Away
at Amherst
Men's Cross Country — Amherst Invitational Away
Women's Cross Country — Amherst Invitational Away
Men's Soccer — W.P.1,10:00 Away
Women's Soccer — Curry 1:30 HOME
Water Poio — Wesleyan & Holy Cross Away
at Holy Cross ' . / •. ;' . •
SPORTS RESULTS;
Women's Tennis 4 UHART 5
WomenVField Hockey UCONN Rain
Women's tennis 5 Conn College 4
Women's Field Hockey 4 S. Conn 0
Women's Volleyball 15;15 Albertus Magnus 2;1





















Women's Volleyball 16;15;15 ConaCotlege 11;11;5
Water Polo Rescheduled at
Wesieyan
Water Polo Rescheduled at
Holy Cross
GOOD
This week's College View Co-Athletes of the week are seniGr football
Bantams John Cakaterra and Mark Polinsky, Calcaterra and Polinsky led
the Bants on offense and defense, respectively, in the Bants opening 28-
14 victory over NIAC rival Bowdoin, Calcaterra, a half back hailing from
nearby West Hartford, led the team with 134 yards on 24 carries. Three
of those carries led to Bantam touchdowns as Calcaterra had joins from
the 8, 9 and 7 yard lines to produce scores for the Bantams. Polinsky,
from 'Bethany, was the Bants defensive standout. In the first quarter
Polinsky recovered a fumble which led to a 9 yard Calcaterra TD run.
Polinsky frustrated the Bears' offensive plans with numerous sacks and
key defensive stops throughout the game. Congratulations and keep up
the good work.
LUCK
Tonight Is $3 Pitcher Night At The View
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Sports
Calcaterra and Po l inskyLeadJ^tsOverBow^
by Bill Charest and Chris
Dickinson
Staff Writers
The Trinity football team got its
season off to a successful start this
weekend, with a strong 28-14 vic-
tory over Bowdoin. Paced by the
strong running of John Calcaterra
(24 rushes, 134 yds., 3TDs) and co-
captain Wally Wrobel (15-99) and
an opportunistic defense, the
Bants took control of the contest
early and coasted home with the
win.
The running game was dominant
throughout the game, as both Cal-
caterra and Wrobel were able to
find holes at will. The offensive line
looked particularly strong, knock-
ing the Bowdoin defense off the
line all day, as did Wrobel in his
fine blocking for Calcaterra. By the
end of the contest, the Bants had
rushed for over 200 yards. Quart-
erback Kevin Griffin (12 comp., 25
att , 150 yds.) looked steady in his
first start for the team; he evaded
the defensive pressure all day and
threw but one interception, while
hooking up with Terry McNamara
for a second-half touchdown toss.
One noticeable strategy of the
Bants' offense was having Griffin
roil out in passing situations. When
asked about this, Coach Don Miller
replied that "it was part of our
plan. Having Griffin roll out
opened up the middle for our run-
ning game." Certainly the success
of Calcaterra and Wrobel at rush-
ing the ball bore this fact out, as
the Bowdoin front seven was off
balance for most of the afternoon.
The roll-outs also helped minimize
the Bowdoin pass rush, allowing
Griffin more time to search for
McNamara and Don Fronzaglia
downfield, and Bob Ugolik over the
middle.
Trinity's defense looked sharp
for most of the game. Despite al-
lowing Bowdoin several scoring
opportunities, the unit capitalized
on nearly every mistake by the Po-
lar Bear's offense. Coach Miller
was very pleased with the fact that
the defense stopped Bowdoin from
scoring three times inside the
Bants' 20 yard line. There were a
few important turnovers created
by the Trinity defense, including a
big fumble recovery by Jim Siebert
on the Trinity 6 yard line, as Bow-
doin looked about to score.
Mark Polinsky was the defensive
star of the game, picking up a first
quarter fumble recovery at the
Trinity 25 yard line (which led to a
Bantam touchdown), a few sacks,
and some key defensive stops at
various points of the game. The
defensive line was pumped up, as
they put tremendous pressure on
Bowdoin quarterback Ryan Staf-
ford all day long. Linebacker Joe
Yamin was key to the Bants' pass
rush as well, as he also had two
sacks, and delivered some bone-
rattling hits.
John Cacaterra '88 Breaks through the Bowdoin line to put the Bants ahead 14-0, ptwio by Potor Black, Jr.
The game started out on a very
positive note for the Bants, as
Bowdoin muffed the return of the
opening kickoff, pinning them-
selves deep in their own territory.
After a short Bowdoin punt, Trin-
ity took over at the Bowdoin 40,
and promptly went in for a touch-
down on a 8-yard run by John Cal-
caterra. Later in the first quarter,
Bowdoin put together a drive of
its own. With the fine play of wide
receivers William Herrmann and
John Hayden, Bowdoin moved the
ball to the Trin 25. But the drive
came to an abupt hilt when Mark
Polinaky recovered a Polar Boar
fumble shortly thereafter. This was
to be the story of the entire day
for Bowdoin, who was thoroughly
frustrated by the opportunistic
Bantam defense and their own self-
destruction.
Trinity pulled out to a 14-0 lead
in the second quarter, when Cal-
caterra scored on 9 yard run. This
score was set up by a Griffin-to-
McNamara 22-yard completion on
third down. Bowdoin cut the
Bants' lead to 14-7 with 4:00 left
in the half, on a two-yard quarter-
back keeper on fourth and goal.
But the game was not to get any
closer, as Trinity continued to play
well in the second half.
Trinity began the .second half as
it had started the first - with a
scoring drive. The drive was sus-
tained by a Kevin Griffin 13-yard
run, and a Bowdoin penalty, which
placed the ball at the Bears' 18.
Calcaterra went in a few plays
later from the 7 to make the score
21-7, Bowdoin, paced by the run-
ning of Greg Bohannon (22 rushes,
101 yds.), came back, marching
down to the Bants' 6 yard line be-
fore strong safety Jim Siebert re-
covered a fumble.
At the end of the third quarter,
Bowdoin again came knocking at
the Hants' door, but they were
again denied. This times, the Bears
had a 25-yard touchdown pass
called back on an ineligible re-
ceiver penalty, a third down pass
knocked down by cornerback Dar-
ren Toth, and then fell short of a.
first down on a Herrimann recep-
tion on 4 th and 13.
The first series for Bowdoin in
the fourth quarter was much of the
same, with quarterback Stafford
running for his life from the Bants'
pressure. Trinity capped off its
scoring on a 20 yard touchdown
pass from Griffin to McNamara,
who made a nice run after the
catch. Bowdoin brought Uie scor-
ing to an end at 28-14, on a 1 'A yard
screen pass with 5:00 left, which
was set up by a very creative per-
sonal foul call in Bowdoin's favor
at midfield.
Looking ahead, the Bants travel
next week to Bates, which lost to
Amherst 17-0. Certainly, with a
win under their belts, the Bantams
must feel optimistic about their
chances next week. Coach Miller is
a bit concerned, for both tight end
Bob Ugolik (thumb) and Terry
McNamara (wrist) were injured in
this week's game. Their status for
next week's game is uncertain.
Aside from those injuries, the
Bants look solid going into Bates
next week.
Mark Polinsky '88 in one of his sacks of Ryan Stafford, the Bowdoin quarterback hoto by Peter Black, Jr.
Teamwork Success For Women
Gemmel Leads Trin
At All Conn. Meet
by Susan Kinz
Tripod Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Cross
Country team may not have beaten
Yale at last Friday's AH Conneti-
cut Intercollegiate Meet at Central
Conneticut, but they certainly
showed that they may well be the
most competitive Division III team
around. The Lady Bants finished
fifth in a field of ten teams, includ-
ing many Division I and II teams,
and first among the Division III
competitors in the meet. This fifth
place finish does not indicate their
top finishing among the Connecti-
cut NESCAC rankings.
More important than the overall
finish, however, is the individual
strength that was shown by every-
one. Running against such stiff
competition proved to bring out
the toughest runner in each person
as times improved dramatically
over last week's race. The team
practiced their strategy for the
race earlier in the week, going to
the course and running over its
trails.
The course itself, marked with a
steep hill and many hairpin turns,
was both fast and long. The early
planning helped the runners gain
an advantage over opponents who
were less familiar with the course.
Knowing where to expect a sharp
turn or hill is crucial to the success
of a race; it enables a runner to
both prepare herself mentally for
the extra work and to position her-
self for such an effort.
This mental groundwork had a
very positive affect on the team
and its efforts. Tri-captain Gail
Wehrli mastered the sharp curves
and was able to beat many oppo-
nents with her mixture of running
speed and mental strategy. Wehrli
was the leader of the Trinity pack,
finishing eleventh overall. Her
time of 18:19 on the 3.1 mile course
was the fastest ever recorded for
a female Trinity runner at this
meet,
Tri-captains Shana Pyun and
Jeniffer Elwell came in next, fin-
ishing the course in what proved
to be a sprint against the two top
runners from Wesleyan. They
placed 26th and 29th respectively,
taking the second and third spots
on the Trinity team. Filling the
fourth spot in the Varsity line-up
was Hillary Fazzone '88. Faz-
zone's dependable, quick pace is
proving to be a workhorse element
for the team, showing continuous
positive results. Finishing up the
Varsity line-up for the meet was
Jenny Moran '91, Amy Peck '88, '
and Brooke Raymond '89, finish-
ing 39th, 44th and 4(5th respec-
tively.
For the first time in Trinity's
history, the runners were able to
beat the Wesleyan runners. A
team that Trinity has never beaten
before, Wesleyan no longer looks
as though they can stand up
against the team that Trinity is
building up this season. November
7th's dual meet against the Cardi-
nals may prove to be an historical
one for Women's Cross Country at
Trinity.
Closer in the future is next
week's race in the Amherst Invi-
tational. The Amherst run is fa-
mous for its challenging hills and
should prove to be yet another suc-
cess for the Lady Bants.
by Bruce Corbett
Tripod Sports Writer
The Trinity Men's Cross Country
team participated in the All Con-
neticut Intercollegiate Meet at
Stanley Park in New Britain this
past Friday. The meet, hosted by
Central Conneticut State Univer-
sity, is open to all schools in the
state, including those from Divi-
sions I and II.
The field of competition was
probably the toughest the Ban-
tams will face all year. Faced with
such tough competition, Trinity
ran hard and well, hut failed to
place higher than eighth in the nine
team field. Trinity finished with
215 points beating- Fairfield (275)
but succombed to Division III rival
. Wesleyan which placed seventh
with 196 points.
Trinity was hindered by the ab-
sence of several key varsity run-
ners, including co-captain,' Matt
Donahue '88, Sam Adams '89, and
Ross Bunlick '88. Despite their un-
timely losses, Trinity was pre-
pared for the meet, as the team
had tested the tough five mile
course on Tuesday and most run-
ners had performed well.
Senior co-captain Craig Gemmel
led alt Trinity runners with a 12th
place finish in the field of 135 run-
ners. Gemmel's finish was the
highest finish ever for a Trinity
runner in the history of the meet.
Chris Dickerson '8!) came in sec-
ond for the Bants in (Kith place.
Dickerson expressed disappoint-
ment with his finish, despite the
fact that he ran consistently in the
stiff competition.
Running third for Trinity was
freshman Dave Payne, who pleas-
antly surprised everyone by plac-
ing 84th in a remarkable
performance. Shortly following
I'ayne was the rest of the Trinity
pack, led by Bruce Corbett in iMth.
Behind Corbett. were Matt Keator
With, Mike Fagitn U«th, and Mike
Joyce lOUrd. Also running for the
Bantams were Matt Maguire,
Steve Anderson, Eric Gazin, and
Tito Lord.
Division I Yale won the meet 27
points, with Southern Conneticut
State (-13 point-). UC'ONN _("8
points), host Central t'onnetieut:
State (HI points), I' New Haven
(161 points) ami I'HAKT (131
points) following.
Next week the Bantams, travel
north to the Amherst lnviuitionals
and a return to Pivismn HI t '°nl"
petition. This meet «h>.<u!tl warrant
another quii-k virt»i\v lap urinisul
the track. Trinity'- CVTM burnt'inert
is seiieti«!wj fur Frifbv, ('M^ber '•
against Wiiibtnr-; North Aitinis.
andR.lM,.
